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Christ the Light of the 

World 
For about a month now, as in 

every year, we have been celebrating 

various aspects of Christ coming into 

this world to enlighten all who sat in 
darkness.  His coming was 

announced to shepherds in the fields 

by angels.  
(Cont. on page 2) 
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የመድኃኔ�ዓለም�ክብር�ለዓለም�ተገለጠ�
ለሰዎች�መዳኛ�ከአብ�ዘንድ�ተሰጠ�
በቤተልሔም�ተወልዶ�ታሪክን�ለወጠ።�
በነብያት�አባቶች�በትንቢት�ተነግሮ�
ይኸው�መጣ�ዛሬ�አክብሮ�ቀጠሮ�
በአማላጃችን�በድንግል�ላይ�አድሮ።�
የኢየሱስ�መወለድ�አሰደንቋቸው�
ሰብአ�ሰገል�መጡ�ወርቅ�ዕጣን�ይዘው�
ኮከቡ�መርቷቸው�መንፈስ�ቀርቧቸው�
የአማኑኤል�ፍቅር�ከሩቅ�ስቧቸው።�
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The significance of Christ’s 

baptism 

God is here:  "Let us go to Jordan 

and see the Trinity." (Augustine). 

How and why were all three 

persons of the Godhead present at 

the Baptism of Jesus?                                        
(Cont. on page 3) 
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በዕውነት�ተወለደ�እያሉ�አከበሩ።�
መላዕክት�በሰማይ�የሚያመሰግኑት�
ቅዱስ�ነህ�እያሉ�ስሙን�የሚጠሩት�
ሰዎችም�አግኝተው�በምድር�አወደሱት�
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በዛ�በብርድ�ወራት�ተገኙ�አብረው�
ሙቀት�እየሰጡ�በትንፋሻቸው።�
እሱ�ሁሉ�እያለው�እንዳጣ�ሰው�ሆነ�
በአንድ�ጠባብ�በረት�ራሱን�ወሰነ�
ትህትናን�ሊያሰተምር�የተከናወነ።�
ሄሮድስ�ሊያስገድለው�ሰዎችን�ቢሰድም�
ተልከው�የሄዱት�ቀሩ�አልተመለሱም�
በዕውነት�የእሱ�ፍቅር�ማንንም�አይለቅም�
ምንጊዜም�አዲስ�ነው�ከቶ�አይለወጥም።�
የአዳምና�የሔዋንን�መርገም�ለማጥፋት�
ቤዛ�ሆኖ�ለማውጣት�ከዲያብሎስ�ግዛት�
ይኸው�ተወለደ�የዓለም�መድኃኒት�
ሰውና�መላዕክት�በአንድ�ላይ�አዩት።�
ዓለም�ስትጨነቅ�ኃጢአት�ሞልቶባት�
አንሰራፍቶ�ይዞ�ዲያብሎስ�ሲመራት�
መድኅኑ�ክርስቶስ�ተወለደላት�
ለያዛት�በሽታ�ፈውስ�ሊሆናት።�
�

ኃይለመስቀል�ተሰፋዬ�
ለንደን�
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Christ the Light  

(Cont. from page 1) 

Astronomer kings from far 

away were beckoned to meet Him by 

a star.  Those who had come out to 
John preaching and baptizing in the 

River Jordan, even if they didn’t see 

the dove descending upon Christ, nor 
hear the voice of the Father from the 

cloud, heard John’s testimony about 

He who is greater than I.  
Even to the blind  old priest Simeon, 
who had been skeptical about Isaiah’s 

prophecy of the Virgin bearing the 

Messiah, and the aged widow 
prophetess Hannah, now behold the 

light which can lead all who receive it 

to peace. 
 

Now, it is time for us to prepare for 

the greatest feast of all.  To properly 

appreciate the New Covenant which 
our Lord came to proclaim, today, 

consider His personal example, 

preaching, committed observance of 
everything revealed to the prophets 

and patriarchs.  From His birth to His 

Ascension into heaven Christ 
observed the spirit of these laws.  

Eight days after His birth, He was 

circumcised and given the Name 

Jesus.  Forty days after His birth, He 
was brought to the temple for the rites 

of purification and dedication or 

redemption of Him as the first-born. 
 

In those days, there were many Jews 

who refused to enter that temple.  

Such protestors objected that it was 
served by a corrupt priesthood, 

collaborating with Rome’s agent 

kings.  But as our Lord was carried in 
the temple as an infant, St. Luke 

recorded a wonderful encounter with 

two individuals proving that some of 
God’s people still anticipated the 

fulfillment of His promises.  They 

immediately were inspired to 

recognize Jesus as the One to fulfill 
all the prophecies. 

 

In our time, with even a greater cloud 
of witnesses, stretching all the way 

from Apostolic times to the present, 

there are those who overlook Christ’s 

words, “. . . I will build my church, 

and the gates of Hades will not 

prevail against it. I will give you the 
keys of the kingdom of heaven, and 

whatever you bind on earth will be 

bound in heaven, and whatever you 

loose on earth will be loosed in 
heaven.”  (Matt. 16 :18 & 19)  

Obviously, discounting such quotes, 

they suppose that because some may 
have mishandled their charge, that the 

healing Priesthood ordained by Christ 

is no longer to be taken seriously.  
Was it not the same Lord and 

Saviour, telling those He sent out into 

the world to teach, baptize, bind and 

loose on earth as it is in heaven, 
change bread and wine into His life 

saving body and blood, in 

commemoration of what He did for 
the life of the world? Did not the 

same light Who came to enlighten the 

nations and be glory of His people 
Israel, give the Holy Spirit that they 

might forgive sins? (John 20:22 & 

23) 

 
Now, as we anticipate the start of the 

Great Fast, let us turn from whatever 

darkness persists in our own lives, to 
fitting preparation for the greatest 

feast of the year.  Let us heed Christ’s 

call for all to “Repent, for the 

kingdom of heaven is at hand.” If you 
do not yet have a spiritual father, find 

one.  If you already have one, call 

him, and make an appointment to rid 
yourself of whatever might keep you 

from entering that kingdom, for it 

may be later than you think. 
                                     Abba Thomas 
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The Anaphora of St. Gregory 
 

He is covered with the curtain of 
clouds. The Saviour was born from a 

holy virgin. The Lord appeared and 

the true Sun of righteousness arose. 
We believe in the Father who sent, 

and in the Son who was sent, and we 

believe in the Holy Spirit, the life-
giver. And we say that he who 

destroyed death and broke the iron 

chains rose from the dead and raised 

the dead and, descending into Hades, 
he loosened the prisoners and 

preached liberty to them.  
 
� ምስጢረ�ጥምቀት�
�
በማሕፀን�እያለ�ሲዘል�እንደ�እንቦሳ�
ዛሬ�ነው�ያወቅነው�እጅ�እንደሚነሳ�
መጥምቁ�ዮሐንስ�ጌታውን�ሲያወሳ።�

የጌታን�መንገድ�አዘጋጁ�እያለ�
ጉዞውን�ወደ�በረሃ�በደሰታ�ቀጠለ።�
በዛ�ምድረ�በዳ�ምንም�በሌለበት�
የዓለምን�ኑሮ�ንቆ�በሄደበት�
ለካስ�አምላክ�ኖ�ል�መንገድ�የሆነለት�
በምስጢረ�ጥምቀት�ራሱ�እንዲከብርበት።�
መጥምቁ�ዮሐንስ�በዮርዳኖስ�ዙሪያ�
ለብዙ�ነፍሳት�በር�ሆኗል�መግቢያ።�
የንስሐን�ጥሪ�ጩኸት�እያሰማ�
ጥምቀትና�ንስሐን�በአንድ�ላይ�አስማማ።�
ወልድ�በትህትና�ሲጠመቅ�በዮሐንስ�
ታዩ�እኮ�ተራሮች�ሲዘሉ�እንደፈረስ�
ምድር�ስትናወጥ�ከዳር�እዳር�ድረስ�
ኮረብቶች�ዝቅ�ሲሉ�ዮርዳኖስም�ሲሸሸ።�
እንዴት�ያስደንቃል�የጥምቀቱ�ምስጢር�
የምወደው�ልጄ�እያለ�አብ�ሲናገር�
መንፈስ�ቅዱስ�እንደ�ርግብ�በእራሱ�ላይ�
ሲሰፍር�
ኢየሱስ�ተጠምቆ�ሲሆነን�ምስክር�
ከዚህ�የበለጠ�ምንም�የለም�ተአምር�
ለእኛ�የአዳም�ልጆች�መዳኛ�በምድር�
መንግሥቱን�መውረሻ�ሰማያዊውን�ክብር�
ዲያብሎስን�መጣያ�መንፈሳዊ�በትር። 
 

The significance of�
(Cont.�from�page�1)�

The first expression of the subsistence of 
three persons in one divine essence is 

intimated in Matthew's gospel, on the 

occasion of Christ's baptism, where the 

three persons are mentioned severally. 

But, I think, Augustine was overstating 

the matter when he said that at the Jordan 

we see the Trinity. For though the three 
persons are mentioned, and in close 

association with each other, the fact of 

the unity of God we gather elsewhere. To 

see the Trinity we have to assess the 

whole of Scripture testimony. 

The Father makes his presence known by 

declaring his approbation of his Son; 

being invisible, only his voice is heard 

from heaven. 

The Spirit is made known as he 

descended upon Jesus for the purpose of 

enduing him with special power at the 

beginning of his public ministry. 

The Son is present in human flesh. The 

baptism was a crucial point in Christ's 

lifetime. He was being inaugurated as the 

Messiah, the bringer of God's salvation, 

the fulfiller of all prophetic utterances. 

How fit and proper it was for the Father 

to set his seal thus upon his Son, and for 

the Spirit to anoint him with unction as 

the prophet, priest and king of God's 

elect. 

The triune God is for us; redemption is 

his work, and here we are spectators of 

his divine acting at its very inception. 

Why was Jesus baptized: Since Jesus 

needed neither regeneration nor 

repentance, why was He baptized? 

Jesus, the Son of God, is the One who 

merited for us the gift and work of the 

Holy Spirit, whose initial operation in 

sinners is regeneration. Again, repentance 

and forgiveness of sins are proclaimed in 

Jesus' Name (Luke 24), according to his 

own commission. Jesus gained for us the 

gift of repentance; he himself needed no 

repentance. 

Now Jesus, being the federal head of his 

own, had to identify himself with his 

people, and this included his baptism and 
death, his anointing with the Spirit, and 

his victory over temptation. He insisted 

that John must baptize him; this became 

him since in his role as Messiah, "born 

under the law" (Galatians 4:4), Jesus had 

to submit to all God's requirements for 

Israel. He had to be one with all those 

whose sins he had come to bear and take 

away. His baptism therefore is 

appropriate: it proclaimed that He had 

come to take the sinner's place under 
God's judgment. It is in this sense that He 

was baptized "to fulfill all righteousness" 

(Matthew 3:15; cf. Isaiah 53:11). 

Jesus not only taught us the perfect 
righteousness that God requires; he also 

secures God's righteousness for sinners - 

He himself is their righteousness (1 

Corinthians 1:30). All this is pointed at 

during His baptism: it signified that His 

death was "a ransom for many" (Matthew 

20:28), and shows the perfect obedience 

in which he fulfils all righteousness 

(Jeremiah 23:5,6).  

A unique baptism: Virtually 

anything associated with the Lord Jesus 

Christ is unique, whether it be his 

conception in his mother's womb, his 

circumcision, his baptism, his teachings, 

his passion, and his resurrection as the 

first-fruits of them that sleep in him. 

As the Representative of God's elect in 

the covenant of grace, he was under 

obligation to undergo all things necessary 

for their salvation, for just as by Adam's 

one act of disobedience all became 
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sinners, so by Christ's one act of 

righteousness the many are counted as 

righteous. 

The lives and destiny of all the saints are 

wrapped up in his: "Because I live ye 

shall live also." Our standing before God 

is wholly dependent on his standing: we 

are "accepted in the Beloved," not on our 

own, but solely by Him and his merits. 

The faithful are to be found in him, not 
having a righteousness of their own, 

which is by the law, but having a 

righteousness from God through faith in 

his Son (Philippians 3). 

So all his active obedience, whatever he 

did, he acted on our behalf. His baptism 

was one such act of righteousness, not for 

himself, but for our sake. He became one 

of us: He who knew no sin became sin 

for us, that we might become the 

righteousness of God in him. Now since 

his life was on a level all its own, 

whatever happened during his lifetime, is 

unique, including his baptism. 

It is unrepeatable, and nobody else could 

in some fashion imitate him. Christians 

are baptized as saved sinners, in 

identification with the Holy Trinity, 

pledging obedience to the one living and 
true God. The purpose of Christ's baptism 

was wholly different. 
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1) በብሉይ�ኪዳን�ስለ�ድንግል�ልጅ�
እንደምትወልድና�ስለምትወልደው�ልጅ�
ስም�አስቀድሞ�የተተነበየው�ትንቢት�
ምንድን�ነው? 

 ታደለ (�Z0S�5) 

በነቢዩ�ኢሳይያስ�ጌታን�በድንግልናዋ�
ስለመውለዷ�“እነሆ�ድንግል�ትጸንሳች�
ወንድ�ልጅም�ትወልዳለች�ስሙንም�
አማኑኤል�ብላ�ትጠራዋለች”�የሚል�
ተጽፏል።�(ኢሳ�7:14)�

ብርሃናዊ�መልአክ�
 
ከሰባቱ�ሊቃነ�መላእክት�አንዱና�
በእግዚአብሔር�ፊት�የሚቆመው�ታማኝ�
መልአክ�ቅዱስ�ገብርኤል�ነው።�
በተረዳኢነቱና�በአማላጅነቱ�
በክርስቲያኖች�ዘንድ�ይወደዳል።�
ምክንያቱም�ያዘኑትን�ለማጽናናት�

የምሥራች�ለመንገር�ከእግዚአብሔር�ወደ�
ምእመናን�ይላካልና።�
�
ገብርኤል�ማለት�የእግዚአብሔርን�ልጅ�
የሚመስል�ጌታና�አገልጋይ�ማለት�ነው።�
ብርሃናዊ�መልአክ�ቅ/ገብርኤል�ቅዱሳን�
ሰማእታት�ገድላቸውን�እንዲፈጽሙ�
እሳቱንና�ስለቱን�ተሳቀው�ወደ�ኋላ�
እንዳይመለሱ�ይረዳቸዋል።�
�
ኦርቶዶክስ�ተዋሕዶ�ቤተ�ክርስቲያናችን�
የቅዱሳን�መላእክትን�ወርኃዊና�ዓመታዊ�
በዓላቸውን�በፀሎትና�በምሥጋና�
ታከብራለች�በተለይ�ታህሣሥ�፲፱�ቀን�
የሚከበርበት�ምክንያት�ብርሃነ�መልአክ�
ቅ/ገብርኤል�ሠለሥቱ�ደቂቅን�ከዕቶን�
እሳት�ያዳነበት�ዕለት�በመሆኑ�ነው።�

    
    
በጣዖት�ፍቅር�እጅግ�ያለመጠን�ልቡ�
ተቃጥሎ�የነበረው�የባቢሎን�መሪ�
ናቡከደነፆር�ቁመቱ�ስድሳ�ወርዱ�ስድስት�
ክንድ�የሆነውን�የወርቅ�ምስል�አሰርቶ�
መኳንንቱን�ሰብስቦ�ሕዝቡ�በሙሉ�
ለጣኦት�እንዲሰግድ�አዋጅ�አወጀ።�ያ�
ዘመን�ለእግዚአብሔር�ወዳጆች�የፈተና�
ዘመን�ነበር።�አስመሳዮች�ለጣኦት�ሰገዱ�
ተረበረቡ።�እውነተኛ�አማኞች�ግን�
በእግዚአብሔር�ላይ�ያላቸው�እምነት�
ንጉሥ�የወደደው�ጊዜ�የወለደው�በሚል�
አሰተሳሰብ�አይለወጥም።�በዚያ�ፈታኝ�
ዘመን�ነበር�ሦስት�ታማኝ�የእግዚአብሔር�
ባለሟሎች�የተገኙት።�ንጉሡ�ላቆመው�
ጣኦት�ያልሰገደ�ወደ�እቶን�እሳት�ተጥሎ�
እንደሚሞት�ቁርጥ�ውሣኔው�መሆኑን�
ወጣቶቹ�በሚገባ�ያውቁታል�ግን�ይህንን�
አልፈሩም።�ንጉሥ�ሆይ�አምላካችንን�
ክደን�አንተ�ላቆምከው�ጣኦት�
አንሰግድም�አሉት።�ሦስቱ�ወጣቶች�
የወሰዱት�ይህ�አቋም�ለንጉሡ�ታላቅ�ራስ�
ምታትን�ፈጠረ�ንጉሡም�አገልጋዮቹን�
ጠርቶ�እሳቱ�ሰባት�እጥፍ�እንዲነድ�
ትዕዛዝ�ሰጠ�እሳቱም�ሰባት�እጥፍ�
ነደደ።�ወዲያውኑ�የንጉሡ�አገልጋዮች�
አናንያ�አዛርያ�ሚሳኤልን�እያንከበከቡ�
ወደ�እቶን�እሳት�ወረወ�ቸው�
አገልጋዮቹም�በእሳቱ�እየተጠለፉ�እንደ�
ማገዶ�ነደዱ።�ሠለስቱ�ደቂቅ�ግን�ከየት�
እንደመጣ�ከማይታወቅ�እንግዳ�ጋር�
በመሆን�በዕቶን�እሳት�ውስጥ�ይንሽራሽሩ�
ጀመር።�ይህ�ተዓምራት�ንጉሡንና�
መኳንንቱን�አስገረመ�ንጉሡም�በዚህ�

ወቅት�“እነሆ�እኔ�በእሳቱ�መካከል�
የሚመላለሱ�አራት�ሰዎች�አያለሁ�እሳቱ�
ምንም�አላቆሰላቸውም�አራተኛውም�
የአማልክትን�ልጅ�ይመስላል�አለ።”  
ንጉሥ�ናቡከደነፆር�በግልጽ�ተመልክቶ�
እንደመሰከረው�የነደደውን�እሳት�
በማብረድ�ለሠለስቱ�ደቂቅ�ቤዛ�
የሆናቸው�ሊቀ�መላእክት�ቅ/ገብርኤል�
ነው።�በግዑዙ�“ወገጹ�ለረብዓይ�ወልደ�
እግዚአብሔር�ይመስል” አራተኛውም�ፊቱ�
የእግዚአብሔርን�ልጅ�ይመስላል�ይላል።�
�
አዎን�ከዚህ�በላይ�እንደተገለጸው�
ሊቀመላእክት�ቅ/ገብርኤል�ስለ�
ሃይማኖታቸው�መከራ�የተቀበሉትን�
ወጣቶች�የነደደውን�እሳት�አብርዶ�
በሃይማኖታቸው�እንዳጸናቸው�
ተመልክተናል።�የቅ/ገብርኤል�
አማላጅነት�እኮ�ጥንት�የነበረ�ብቻ�
ሳይሆን�እስከ�አለንበት�ዘመን�ደርሶ�
የመልአኩን�አማላጅነት�በዓይን�
የተመለከትነው�ተጨባጭ�ድርጊት�ነው።�
�
የነደደ�እሳት�ውስጥ�ገብቶ�ከመውጣት�
ባልተናነሰ�መከራ�ውስጥ�ገብተው�
በቅ/ገብርኤል�አማላጅነት�ከሞተ�ሥጋ�
ነፍስ�ድነው�እውነተኛ�ምሥክርነታቸውን�
የሚሰጡ�ብዙዎች�ናቸው።�በመልአኩ�
ሥም�በፈለቀው�ጠበል�ተጠምቀው�ደዌ�
የራቀላቸው�እጅግ�በርካታ�ናቸው።�
በየዓመቱ�በቁልቢና�በቅ/ገብርኤል�ስም�
በታነጹ�አብያተ�ክርስቲያናት�
የሚሰበሰበው�ምዕመን�ሥዕለቱ�
የሰመረለት�ልመናው�የተሰማለት�
እንደሆነ�ግልጽ�ነው።�ስለዚህ�
ለመላእክት�አለቃ�ለቅ/ገብርኤል�
የተሰጠውን�ጸጋ�ተረድተን�መልአኩን�
ልናከብረውና�ልናመሰግነው�ይገባናል። 
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